PROPOSED INVESTMENT (SCHEDULED INDUSTRYWISE)
Since January 2015 to JANUARY 2017

- Electrical Equipments
- Fertilizers
- Chemicals (Except Fertilizers)
- Metallurgical Industries
- Textiles
- Food Processing Industry
- Cement and Gypsum
- Transportation
- Misc. Industry
- Misc. Mechanical & Engg. Ind
- Drugs and Pharmaceuticals
- Rubber Goods
- Sugar
- Comm/Office/Hhold equpts
- Fuels
- Others

Total: 301899
Statewise IEM filed from January 2015 to January 2017

- Karnataka 26%
- Gujarat 18%
- Maharashtra 10%
- Andhra Pradesh 7%
- Orissa 7%
- Chhattisgarh 6%
- Telangana 4%
- Madhya Pradesh 4%
- Tamil Nadu 3%
- Uttar Pradesh 3%
- West Bengal 3%
- Rajasthan 2%
- Others 7%
STATEWISE IEMs IMPLEMENTED FROM JANUARY 2015 TO JANUARY 2017
(ON THE BASIS OF PART B FILED FOR IEMs FILED FROM SINCE 1991)